Marxists Internet Archive (MIA) & Ocean Press
Co-operative Publishing Agreement for the Works of Che Guevara

1. Ocean Press will freely provide MIA with texts written by Che Guevara in Spanish and English, and MIA will publish these texts on our marxists.org website and CD/DVD.

2. This agreement will begin October 8, 2005 for a period of three (3) years. This agreement can be renewed or amended upon the agreement of both parties. It is the sincere hope and desire of both MIA and Ocean Press that this relationship will be renewed in the future.

3. In the event this agreement is not renewed, it is understood that MIA will remove the texts Ocean Press has provided from the marxists.org website and from future editions of the CD/DVD.

4. In the spirit of maintaining a collaborative and productive relationship, MIA agrees to link all texts provided to the Ocean Press website, while Ocean Press agrees to provide at least 100 pages of text written by Che Guevara per year. The MIA will use the following copyright notice:

   "Copyright 2005 Aleida March, Che Guevara Studies Center and OceanPress. Reprinted with their permission. Not to be reproduced in any form without the written permission of Ocean Press. For further information contact Ocean Press at info@oceanbooks.com.au and via its website at www.oceanbooks.com.au"

This copyright notice will appear on the title page of the Spanish and English Che Guevara Archive, and at the beginning and end of each individual work by Ernesto Che Guevara in English and Spanish.

5. While this agreement is in effect, Ocean Press will be the sole supplier of all additional Che Guevara texts published by the MIA.

6. MIA agrees that all Guevara archives in all languages will abide by this agreement. MIA being a diverse and volunteer driven project especially welcomes the scrutiny of Ocean Press to help us maintain this agreement across all languages.

7. Ocean Press agrees to allow MIA volunteers to translate and publish the Guevara texts provided by Ocean Press into languages other than English and Spanish. Such translations can only be used so long as this agreement remains valid. In the spirit of comradely collaboration and reciprocity, MIA agrees that such translations can be freely used by Ocean Press for the duration of this agreement.

8. Ocean Press agrees to provide a time table to MIA by December 1, 2005, of which Guevara works will be sent to MIA and when.
Disclaimers:
1. MIA owes no royalties nor payments of any kind to Ocean Press for this agreement.
2. Information is provided by either party AS IS. No other warranties of any kind, express or implied, are made, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Signed:

Brian Basgen, for the Marxists Internet Archive

David Deutschmann on behalf of Ocean Press, Aleida March and Che Guevara Studies Center